Abstract. A graph is prime (with respect to the split decomposition) if its vertex set does not admit a partition pA, Bq (called a split ) with |A|, |B| ě 2 such that the set of edges joining A and B induces a complete bipartite graph.
Introduction
In this paper, all graphs are simple and undirected. We write P n and C n to denote a graph that is a path and a cycle on n vertices, respectively. We aim to find analogues of the following theorems.
‚ (Ramsey's theorem)
For every n, there exists N such that every graph on at least N vertices contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to K n or K n . ‚ (folklore; see Diestel's book [8, Proposition 9.4 
.1])
For every n, there exists N such that every connected graph on at least N vertices contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to K n , K 1,n , or P n . ‚ (folklore; see Diestel's book [8, Proposition 9.4 
.2])
For every n, there exists N such that every 2-connected graph on at least N vertices contains a topological minor isomorphic to C n or K 2,n . ‚ (Oporowski, Oxley, and Thomas [15] For every n, there exists N such that every 3-connected graph on at least N vertices contains a minor isomorphic to the wheel graph W n on n vertices or K 3,n . ‚ (Ding, Chen [9] )
For every integer n, there exists N such that every connected and co-connected graph on at least N vertices contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to P n , K s 1,n (the graph obtained from K 1,n by subdividing one edge once), K 2,n ze, or K 2,n {ezf zg where tf, gu is a matching in K 2,n {e. A graph is co-connected if its complement graph is connected. ‚ (Chun, Ding, Oporowski, and Vertigan [6] )
For every integer n ě 5, there exists N such that every internally 4-connected graph on at least N vertices contains a parallel minor isomorphic to K n , K 1 4,n (K 4,n with a complete graph on the vertices of degree n), T F n (the n-partition triple fan with a complete graph on the vertices of degree n), D n (the n-spoke double wheel), D 1 n (the n-spoke double wheel with axle), M n (the p2n`1q-rung Mobius zigzag ladder), or Z n (the p2nq-rung zigzag ladder).
These theorems commonly state that every sufficiently large graph having certain connectivity contains at least one graph in the list of unavoidable graphs by certain graph containment relation. Moreover in each theorem, the list of unavoidable graphs is optimal in the sense that each unavoidable graph in the list has the required connectivity, can be made arbitrary large, and does not contain other unavoidable graphs in the list.
In this paper, we discuss prime graphs as a connectivity requirement. A split of a graph G is a partition pA, Bq of the vertex set V pGq having subsets A 0 Ď A, B 0 Ď B such that |A|, |B| ě 2 and a vertex a P A is adjacent to a vertex b P B if and only if a P A 0 and b P B 0 . This concept was first studied by Cunningham [7] in his research on split decompositions. We say that a graph is prime if it has no splits. Sometimes we say a graph is prime with respect to split decomposition to distinguish with another notion of primeness with respect to modular decomposition.
Prime graphs play important role in the study of circle graphs (intersection graphs of chords in a circle) and their recognition algorithms. Bouchet [2] , Naji [14] , and Gabor, Hsu, and Supowit [11] independently showed that prime circle graphs have a unique chord diagram. This is comparable to the fact that 3-connected planar graphs have a unique planar embedding. The graph containment relation we will mainly discuss is called a vertex-minor. A graph H is a vertex-minor of a graph G if there exist a sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n of (not necessarily distinct) vertices and a subset X Ď V pGq such that H " G˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨˚vn zX, where G˚v is an operation called local complementation, to take the complement graph only in the neighborhood of v. The detailed description will be given in Section 2.1. Vertex-minors are important in circle graphs; for instance, Bouchet [5] proved that a graph is a circle graph if and only if it has no vertex-minor isomorphic to one of three particular graphs.
Prime graphs have been studied with respect to vertex-minors, perhaps because local complementation preserves prime graphs, shown by Bouchet [2] . In addition, he showed the following. Theorem 1.1 (Bouchet [2] ). Every prime graph on at least 5 vertices must contain a vertex-minor isomorphic to C 5 .
Here is the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 7.1. For every n, there is N such that every prime graph on at least N vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to C n or K n a K n .
The graph K n a K n is a graph obtained by joining two copies of K n by a matching of size n, see Figure 1 . This notation will be explained in Section 2.4. In addition, we show that this list of unavoidable vertexminors in Theorem 7.1 is optimal, which will be discussed in Section 8. We will heavily use Ramsey's theorem iteratively and so our bound N is astronomical in terms of n.
The proof is splitted into two parts.
(1) We first prove that for each n, there exists N such that every prime graph having an induced path of length N contains a vertex-minor isomorphic to C n . (In fact, we prove that N " r6.75n 7 s.) (2) Secondly, we prove that for each n, there exists N such that every prime graph on at least N vertices contains a vertexminor isomorphic to P n or K n a K n . To prove (1), we actually prove first that every sufficiently large generalized ladder, a certain type of outerplanar graphs, contains C n as a vertex-minor. This will be shown in Section 4. Then, we use the technique of blocking sequences developed by Geelen [13] to construct a large generalized ladder in a prime graph having a sufficiently long induced path, shown in Section 6. Blocking sequences will be discussed and developed in Section 5. The second part (2) is discussed in Section 7, where we iteratively use Ramsey's theorem to find a bigger configuration called a broom inside a graph. In Section 3, we give similar theorems of this type on vertex-minors with respect to less restrictive connectivity requirements.
Preliminaries
For X Ď V pGq, let δ G pXq be the set of edges having one end in X and another end in V pGqzX. Let N G pxq be the set of the neighbors of a vertex x in G. For X Ď V pGq, let GrXs be the induced subgraph of G on the vertex set X. For two disjoint subsets S, T of V pGq, let GrS, T s " GrS Y T szpEpGrSsq Y EpGrT sqq. Clearly, GrS, T s is a bipartite graph with the bipartition pS, T q.
Vertex-minors.
The local complementation of a graph G at a vertex v is an operation to replace the subgraph of G induced by the neighborhood of v by its complement graph. In other words, to apply local complementation at v for every pair x, y of neighbors of v, we flip the pair x, y, where flipping means that we delete the edge if it exists and add it otherwise. We write G˚v to denote the graph obtained from G by applying local complementation of G at v. Two graphs are locally equivalent if one is obtained from another by applying a sequence of local complementations. A graph H is a vertex-minor of G if H is an induced subgraph of a graph locally equivalent to G.
For an edge xy of a graph G, a graph obtained by pivoting an edge xy of G is defined as G^xy " G˚x˚y˚x. Here is a direct way to see G^xy; there are 3 kinds of neighbors of x or y; some are adjacent to both, some are adjacent to only x, others are adjacent to only y. We flip the adjacency between all pairs of neighbors of x or y of distinct kinds and then swap the two vertices x and y. Two graphs are pivotequivalent if one is obtained from another by a sequence of pivots. Thus, pivot-equivalent graphs are locally equivalent. See Figure 2 for an example of these operations.
The following lemma by Bouchet provides a key tool to investigate vertex-minors. His proof is based on isotropic systems, which are some linear algebraic objects corresponding to the equivalence classes of graphs with respect to local equivalence, introduced by Bouchet [1] . A direct proof is given by Geelen and Oum [12] .
Lemma 2.1 (Bouchet [3] ; see Geelen and Oum [12] ). Let H be a vertex-minor of G and let v P V pGqzV pHq. Then H is a vertex-minor of Gzv, G˚vzv, or G^vwzv for a neighbor w of v.
The choice of a neighbor w in Lemma 2.1 does not matter, because if x is adjacent to y and z, then G^xy " pG^xzq^yz (see [16] 
Similarly if w is a neighbor of v, then
Lemma 2.4 is equivalent to the following lemma, which we will use in the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph and v P V pGq. Suppose that
Similarly if w P X 1 Y X 2 is a neighbor of v, then
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4 with
2.3. Prime graphs. For a graph G, a partition pA, Bq of V pGq is called a split if |A|, |B| ě 2 and there exist A 1 Ď A and B 1 Ď B such that x P A is adjacent to y P B if and only if x P A 1 and y P B 1 . A graph is prime (with respect to the split decomposition) if it has no splits. These concepts were introduced by Cunningham [7] .
Alternatively, a split can be understood with the cut-rank function ρ G . A partition pA, Bq of V pGq is a split if and only if |A|, |B| ě 2 and yet ρ G pAq ď 1.
The following lemma is natural.
Lemma 2.6. If a prime graph H on at least 5 vertices is a vertexminor of a graph G, then G has a prime induced subgraph G 0 such that G 0 has a vertex-minor isomorphic to H.
Proof. We may assume that G is connected. It is enough to prove the following claim: if G has a split pA, Bq, then there exists a vertex v such that H is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of Gzv. Let G 1 be a graph locally equivalent to G such that H is an induced subgraph of G 1 . We have ρ H pV pHq X Aq " ρG1pV pHq X A, V pHq X Bq ď ρG1pA, Bq ď 1 and therefore |V pHq X A| ď 1 or |V pHq X B| ď 1 because H is prime. By symmetry, let us assume |V pHq X B| ď 1. Let us choose x P B such that x has a neighbor in A and x P V pHq if V pHq X B is nonempty.
Let H 1 be a vertex-minor of G on A Y txu such that H is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of H 1 . Then H 1 " G˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨˚vn zpBztxuq for some sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n of vertices. We may choose H 1 and n so that n is minimized.
Suppose n ą 0. Then v n P Bztxu. Let H 0 " G˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨v n´1 zpBztx, v n uq. Since pA, tx, v n uq is a split of H 0 , one of the following holds.
(i) The two vertices v n and x have the same set of neighbors in A.
(ii) The vertex v n has no neighbors in A.
(iii) The vertex x has no neighbors in A.
If we have the case (i), then pH 0 zv n q˚x " H 1 and therefore H is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of H 0 zv n , contradicting our assumption that H is chosen to minimize n. If we have the case (ii), then H 0 zv n " H 1 , contradicting the assumption too. Finally if we have the case (iii), then x is adjacent to v n in G because G is connected. Then H 0˚vn zv n is isomorphic to H 0˚vn zx. Then H 0 zx has a vertex-minor isomorphic to H, contradicting our assumption that n is minimized.
2.4.
Constructions of graphs. For two graphs G and H on the same set of n vertices, we would like to introduce operations to construct graphs on 2n vertices by making the disjoint union of them and adding some edges between two graphs. Roughly speaking, G a H will add a perfect matching, GbH will add the complement of a perfect matching, and G m H will add a bipartite chain graph. Formally, for two graphs G and H on tv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n u, let G a H, G b H, G m H be graphs on tv We will use the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.7. Let n ě 3 be an integer.
Lemma 2.8. Let n be a positive integer.
(1) The graph K n m K n is pivot-equivalent to P 2n .
(2) The graph K n m K n is locally equivalent to P 2n .
Proof.
(1) Let P " p 1 p 2 . . . p 2n . We can check that K n m K n can be obtained from P by pivoting p i p i`1 for all i " 1, 3, . . . , 2n´1.
(2) Let V pK n q " V pK n q " tv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n u. Since pK n m K n q˚v 2 1 is isomorphic to K n m K n , the result follows from (1).
Ramsey numbers.
A clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. A stable set or an independent set is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices.
We write Rpn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k q to denote the minimum number N such that in every k coloring of the edges of K N , there exist i and a clique of size n i whose edges are all colored with the i-th color. Such a number exists by Ramsey's theorem [19] .
Unavoidable vertex-minors in large graphs
We present three simple statements on unavoidable vertex-minors. These are optimal as discussed in Section 1.
Theorem 3.1.
(1) For every n, there exists N such that every graph on at least N vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K n . Figure 4 . An example of a generalized ladder.
(2) For every n, there exists N such that every connected graph having at least N vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K n . (3) For every n, there exists N such that every graph having at least N edges has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K n or K n a K n .
(1) If a graph has no K n as a vertex-minor, then it has no vertex-minor isomorphic to K n`1 . So we can take N " Rpn, n`1q.
(2) Let us assume that G has no vertex-minor isomorphic to K n . Then the maximum degree of G is less than ∆ " Rpn´1, n´1q by Ramsey theorem. If |V pGq| is big enough, then it contains an induced path P of length 2n´3 because the maximum degree is bounded. By Lemma 2.8, P 2n´2 has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K 1,n´1 , that is locally equivalent to K n .
(3) Let G be a graph having no vertex-minor isomorphic to K n or K n a K n . Each component of G has bounded number of vertices, say M, by (2) . Since K n a K n is not a vertex-minor of G, G has less than n non-trivial components. (A component is trivial if it has no edges.) So G has at most`M 2˘p n´1q edges.
Obtaining a long cycle in a huge generalized ladder
A generalized ladder is a graph G with two vertex-disjoint paths P " p 1 p 2 . . . p a , Q " q 1 q 2 . . . q b (a, b ě 1) with additional edges, called chords, each joining a vertex of P with a vertex of Q such that V pP q Y V pQq " V pGq, p 1 is adjacent to q 1 , p a is adjacent to q b , and no two chords cross. Two chords p i q j and p i 1 q j 1 (i ă i 1 ) cross if and only if j ą j 1 . We remark that a generalized ladder is a outerplanar graph whose weak dual is a path. We call p 1 q 1 the first chord and p a q b the last chord of G. Since no two chords cross, p 1 or q 1 has degree at most 2. Similarly, p a or q b has degree at most 2. See Figure 4 for an example.
We will prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let n ě 2. Every generalized ladder having at least 4608n 5 vertices has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
4.1.
Lemmas on a fan. Let F n be a graph on n vertices with a specified vertex c, called the center, such that F n zc is a path on n´1 vertices and c is adjacent to all other vertices. We call F n a fan on n vertices.
Lemma 4.2.
A fan F 3n has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a cycle of length 2n`1.
Proof. Let c be the center of F 3n . Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 3n´1 be the non-center vertices in F 3n forming a path. Let G " F 3n˚v3˚v6˚v9¨¨¨˚v3n´3 . Clearly c is adjacent to v i in G if and only if i P t1, 3n´1u or i " 0 pmod 3q and furthermore v 3i´1 is adjacent to v 3i`1 in G for all i. Let H " Gztv 3 , v 6 , . . . , v 3n´3 u. Then H is a cycle of length 3n´pn´1q.
Lemma 4.3. Let n ě 2. Let G be a graph with a vertex c such that Gzc is isomorphic to an induced path P whose both ends are adjacent to c. If |V pGq| ě 6pn´1q 2´3 , then G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a cycle of length 2n`1.
Proof. We may assume that n ě 3. Let P " v 1 v 2 . . . v k with k ě 6. We may assume that v 2 is adjacent to c because otherwise we replace G with G˚v 1 . Similarly we may assume that v k´1 is adjacent to c. We may also assume v 3 is adjacent to c because otherwise we replace G with G^v 1 v 2 . Similarly we may assume that v k´2 is adjacent to c.
If c is adjacent to at least 3n´1 vertices on P , then G has a vertexminor isomorphic to F 3n . So by Lemma 4.2, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a cycle of length 2n`1. Thus we may assume that the number of neighbors of c is at most 3n´2. The neighbors of c gives a partition of P into at most 3n´3 subpaths. We already have 4 subpaths at both ends having length 1. Since
there exists a subpath P 1 of P having length at least 2n´1 such that no internal vertex of P 1 is adjacent to c and the ends of P 1 are adjacent to c. This together with c gives an induced cycle of length at least 2n`1.
4.2.
Generalized ladders of maximum degree at most 3.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a generalized ladder of maximum degree 3. If G has at least 6n vertices of degree 3, then G has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |V pGq|. Let P , Q be two defining paths of G. We may assume that all internal vertices of P or Q has degree 3, because if P or Q has an internal vertex v of degree 2, then we apply the induction hypothesis to G˚vzv. Since p 1 or q 1 has degree 2, we may assume that p 1 has degree 2 by symmetry. We may assume that q 1 has degree 3 because otherwise we can apply the induction hypothesis to G˚q 1 zq 1 . Consequently q 1 is adjacent to p 2 and thus for each internal vertex q i of Q, q i is adjacent to p i`1 and each internal vertex p i`1 of P is adjacent to q i . Thus either a " b and p a has degree 3 or a " b`1 and p a has degree 2. But if a " b`1 and p a has degree 2, then we can apply the induction hypothesis to G˚p a zp a . Thus we may assume that a " b and p a has degree 3. Since G has at least 6n vertices of degree 3, a ą 3n and b ą 3n. If a " b ą 3n`1, then we can apply the induction hypothesis to Gzq b . Thus we may assume that a " b " 3n`1 and p a has degree 3 and q b has degree 2. Note that p i is adjacent to q i´1 for all i " 2, . . . , 3n`1. Then Gp 1^p4 q 3^p7 q 6¨¨¨^p3n`1 q 3n ztp 4 , p 7 , . . . , p 3n´2 , q 3 , q 6 , . . . , q 3n´3 , q 3n`1 u is isomorphic to a cycle of length 4n`3.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a generalized ladder of maximum degree 3. If |V pGq| ě 12n 2 , then G has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. Let P , Q be two defining paths of G. We may assume a ą 1 and b ą 1 because otherwise G has an induced cycle of length at least 6n 2`1 ě 4n`3.
Let p x q y be the unique chord other than p 1 q 1 with minimum x`y. We claim that we may assume px´1q`py´1q ď 2. Suppose not. Then p x q y , p 1 q 1 and subpaths of P and Q form a cycle of length x`y ě 5 and p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p x´1 , q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q y´1 have degree 2. By moving the first few vertices of P to Q or Q to P , we may assume that x ě 3 and y ě 2. Then we may replace G with G˚p 1 . This proves the claim.
Thus the induced cycle containing p 1 q 1 has at most 2 edges from EpP q Y EpQq. Similarly we may assume that the induced cycle containing p a q b has at most 2 edges from EpP q Y EpQq.
If G has at least 6n vertices of degree 3, then by Lemma 4.4, we obtain a desired vertex-minor. So we may assume that G has at most 6n´1 vertices of degree 3. Thus G has at most 3n´1 chords other than p 1 q 1 and p a q b . These chords give at most 3n induced cycles of G where each edge in EpP q Y EpQq appears in exactly one of them. If every such induced cycle has length at most 4n`2, then |EpP q Y EpQq| ď p3n´2qp4nq`4 " 12n 2´8 n`4 ă 12n 2´2 .
Since |V pGq| ě 12n 2 , we have |EpP q Y EpQq| ě 12n 2´2 . This leads to a contradiction.
4.3.
Generalized ladders of maximum degree 4. Lemma 4.6. Let G be a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Let α be the number of vertices of G having degree 3 or 4. Then G has a vertex-minor H that is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 3 such that |V pHq| ě α{4.
Proof. Let P " p 1 p 2 . . . p a , Q " q 1 q 2 . . . q b be the paths defining a generalized ladder G. Let X i,j " tp 1 , p 2 , . . . , p i , q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q j u. We may assume α ą 8.
If a " 1, then p 1 has at least α´1 neighbors but the maximum degree is 4 and therefore α ď 5, contradicting our assumption. Thus a ą 1. Similarly b ą 1.
We may also assume that no internal vertex of P or Q has degree 2, because otherwise we can apply local complementation and remove it.
Let α i,j pGq be the number of vertices in V pGqzX i,j having degree 3 or 4. We will prove the following. Claim 1. Suppose that there exist 1 ď i ă a and 1 ď j ă b such that δ G pX i,j q has exactly two edges and every vertex in X i,j has degree 2 or 3 in G. Then G has a vertex-minor H that is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 3 such that |V pHq| ě |X i,j |`α i,j pGq{4.
Before proving Claim 1, let us see why this claim implies our lemma. First we would like to see why there exist i and j such that δ G pX i,j q has exactly two edges. If p 1 has degree bigger than 2, then p 1 is adjacent to q 2 and so G˚q 1 " Gzp 1 q 2 . Thus we may assume that both p 1 and q 1 have degree 2. Keep in mind that the number of vertices of degree 3 or 4 in X 1,1 may be decreased by 1 by replacing G with G˚q 1 and so α 1,1 pGq ě α´2.
By applying Claim 1 with i " j " 1, we obtain a generalized ladder H of maximum degree at most 3 as a vertex-minor such that |V pHq| ě 2`pα´2q{4 ě α{4. This completes the proof of the lemma, assuming Claim 1.
We now prove Claim 1 by induction on |V pGq|´|X i,j pGq|. We may assume that every vertex in V pGqzpX i,j Y tp a , q b uq has degree 3 or 4 because otherwise we can apply local complementation and delete it while keeping α i,j . Then p i`1 is obviously adjacent to q j`1 .
We may assume that i ă a´1 because otherwise G is a generalized ladder of maximum degree 3 if p a has degree 3 and Gzq b is a generalized ladder of maximum degree 3 otherwise. Similarly we may assume j ă b´1. Either p i`1 or q j`1 has degree 4, because otherwise δ G pX i`1,j`1 q has exactly two edges. By symmetry, we may assume that p i`1 has degree 3 and q j`1 has degree 4 and therefore q j`1 is adjacent to p i`2 .
If α i,j pGq ď 12, then H " GrX i`2,j`1 s is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 3. Thus we may assume that α i,j pGq ą 12. If b´j ď 4, then a´i ď 8 because each vertex in q j`1 , q j`2 , . . . , q b has degree at most 4 and each vertex in p i`1 , p i`2 , . . . , p a´1 has degree at least 3. This contradicts our assumption that α i,j pGq ą 12. So we may assume that b´j ě 5 and similarly a´i ě 5.
Let R be the component of GzpEpP q Y EpQqq containing p i`1 . Because of the degree condition, R is a path. We now consider six cases, see Figure 5 .
(a) If R has length 2 and p i`3 has degree 3 in G, then
By the induction hypothesis, we find a desired vertex-minor H in G 1 . (b) If R has length 2 and p i`3 has degree 4 in G, then the vertex q j`2 has degree 3. Then G 1 " G˚p i`2˚qj`2 zp i`2 zq j`2 is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Then δ G 1 pX i`1,j`1 q has exactly two edges and
and therefore we are done. (c) If R has length 3 and q j`3 has degree 3 in G, then G 1 " Gq j`2 zq j`2 is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Then δ G 1 pX i`1,j`1 q has exactly two edges and
If R has length 3 and q j`3 has degree 4 in G, then p i`3 has degree 3 and G 1 " G˚q j`2˚pi`3 zq j`2 zp i`3 is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Then δ G 1 pX i`2,j`1 q has exactly two edges and α i`2,j`1 pG 1 q ě α i,j pGq´7. We deduce that |X i`2,j`1 |ὰ
By the induction hypothesis, G
1 has a desired vertex-minor and so does G. (e) If R has length 4, then G 1 " G^p i`2 q j`2˚pi`3 zp i`2 zp i`3 zq j`2 is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Then δ G 1 pX i`1,j`1 q has exactly two edges and α i`1,j`1 pG 1 q ě α i,j pGq´7 and therefore (f) If R has length at least 5, then G 1 " G^p i`2 q j`2 zp i`2 zq j`2 is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. Then δ G 1 pX i,j`1 q has exactly two edges and α i,j`1 pG 1 q ě α i,j pGq´4 and therefore
Our induction hypothesis implies that G 1 has a desired vertex-minor. In all cases, we find the desired vertex-minor H. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. If |V pGq| ě 192n 3 , then G has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertexminor.
Proof. Let P , Q be two defining paths of G. We may assume a ą 1 and b ą 1 because p192n 3´2 q{3`2 ě 4n`3. Let p x q y be the unique chord other than p 1 q 1 with minimum x`y. We claim that we may assume px´1q`py´1q ď 2. Suppose not. Then p x q y , p 1 q 1 and subpaths of P and Q form a cycle of length x`y ě 5 and p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p x´1 , q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q y´1 have degree 2. By moving the first few vertices of P to Q or Q to P , we may assume that x ě 3 and y ě 2. Then we may replace G with G˚p 1 . This proves the claim.
If G has at least 48n 2 vertices of degree 3 or 4, then by Lemma 4.6, G has a generalized ladder H as a vertex-minor such that |V pHq| ě 12n 2 and H has maximum degree at most 3. By Lemma 4.5, H has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Thus we may assume that G has less than 48n 2 vertices of degree 3 or 4. We may assume that G has at least one vertex of degree at least 3. The cycle formed by edges in EpP q Y EpQq Y tp 1 q 1 , p a q b u is partitioned into less than 48n 2 paths whose internal vertices have degree 2 in G. One of the paths has length greater than 192n 3 {p48n 2 q " 4n. Then there is an induced cycle C of G containing this path. Since C does not contain p 1 q 1 or p a q b , C must contain two edges not in EpP q Y EpQq Y tp 1 q 1 , p a q b u. Thus the length of C is at least 4n`3.
Treating all generalized ladders.
Lemma 4.8. Let G be a generalized ladder. If G has n vertices of degree at least 4, then G has a vertex-minor H that is a generalized ladder such that the maximum degree of H is at most 4 and H has at least n vertices.
Proof. Let S be the set of vertices having degree at least 4. For each vertex v in S, let P v be the minimal subpath of Q containing all neighbors of v in Q if v P V pP q and let P v be the minimal subpath of P containing all neighbors of v in P if v P V pQq.
Then each internal vertex of P v has degree 2 or 3 and has degree 3 if and only if it is adjacent to v. We apply local complementation to each internal vertex and delete all internal vertices of P v . It is easy to see that the resulting graph H is a generalized ladder and moreover S Ď V pHq and every vertex in S has degree at most 4 in H.
We are now ready to prove the main proposition of this section.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let G be such a graph. If G has at least 192n 3 vertices of degree at least 4, then by Lemma 4.8, G has a vertexminor H having at least 192n 3 vertices such that H is a generalized ladder of maximum degree at most 4. By Lemma 4.7, H has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Thus we may assume that G has less than 192n 3 vertices of degree at least 4. For a vertex v in P having degree at least 5, let
2´3 , then G contains a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor. Thus we may assume j´i ď 24n
2´6 . The subpath of Q from q i to q j contains j´i´1 ď 24n 2´7 internal vertices. Similarly the same bound holds for a vertex v in Q having degree at least 5. As in the proof of Lemma 4.8, we apply local complementation and delete all internal vertices of the minimal path spanning the neighbors of each vertex of degree at least 5 to obtain H. Then each vertex of degree at least 5 in G will have degree at most 4 in H. Since we remove at most p192n 3´1 qp24n 2´7 q vertices,
By Lemma 4.7, H has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Blocking sequences
Let A, B be two disjoint subsets of the vertex set of a graph G. By the definition of ρG and ρ G , it is clear that if A Ď X Ď V pGqzB, then ρGpA, Bq ď ρ G pXq.
What prevents us to achieve the equality for some X? We now present a tool called a blocking sequence, that is a certificate to guarantee that no such X exists. Blocking sequences were introduced by Geelen [13] . 
Proof. The forward direction is trivial. Let us prove the backward
We may assume that |X|`|Y | is chosen to be minimum. If |X| ě 2, then we can partition X into two nonempty sets X 1 and X 2 . Then by the hypothesis,
, BYY q and therefore we deduce that ρGpAYX, BYY q ď k. So we may assume |X| ď 1. By symmetry we may also assume |Y | ď 1. Then by the condition (d), this is clear.
The following proposition states that a blocking sequence is a certificate that ρ G pXq ą ρGpA, Bq for all A Ď X Ď V pGqzB. This appears in almost all applications of blocking sequences. The proof uses the submodular inequality (Lemma 2.2). [17] ). Let G be a graph and A, B be two disjoint subsets of V pGq. Then G has a blocking sequence for pA, Bq if and only if ρ G pXq ą ρGpA, Bq for all A Ď X Ď V pGqzB.
The following proposition allows us to change the graph to reduce the length of a blocking sequence. This was pointed out by Geelen [private communication with the second author, 2005]. A special case of the following proposition is presented in [17] . 
and therefore we deduce that ρH pA, Then we deduce that ρH pA, Bq ě k and therefore ρH pA, Bq " k.
and therefore ρHpA Y tv j u, 
Similarly v i`2 , v i`3 , . . . , v m is a blocking sequence for pA Y tv i u, Bq in H. By symmetry, we deduce that ρH pA Y tv m u, Bq ą k and ρH pA Y tv j u, B Y tv j`1 uq ą k for all i`1 ă j ă m.
We now claim that ρHpA Y tv i´1 u, B Y tv i`2 uq ą k. By Lemma 2.2,
By Lemma 2.5, For j P t2, 3 , . . . , muzti, i`1u, ρH pA, BYtv j uq " ρGpA, BY tv j uq " k because v i and v i`1 have no neighbors in A Y B. Similarly ρHpAYtv j u, Bq " ρGpAYtv j u, Bq " k for j P t1, 2, . . . , m´1uzti, i`1u. For j, ℓ P t1, 2, . . . , muzti, i`1u with ℓ´j
Then there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G satisfying the following.
(
1 has a blocking sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ of length at most ℓ 0 for pA, Bq.
Proof. Since G is prime, G has a blocking sequence for pA, Bq by Proposition 5.2. Let G be the set of all graphs G 1 locally equivalent to G such that G 1 rA Y Bs " GrA Y Bs. We assume that G is chosen in G so that the length ℓ of a blocking sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ for pA, Bq is minimized.
In both cases, we found a graph in G having a shorter blocking sequence by Proposition 5.3 or Corollary 5.5, contradicting our assumption.
If |B 0 | " 1, then for all 1 ă i ă ℓ, N G pb i q X A " A 0 because otherwise G˚b i P G has a shorter blocking sequence by Proposition 5.3, contradicting our assumption. Similarly if |A 0 | " 1, then N G pb i q X B " B 0 for all 1 ă i ă ℓ.
By the pigeonhole principle, we deduce that ℓ ď ℓ 0 .
Obtaining a long cycle from a huge induced path
In this section we aim to prove the following theorem.
w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 Figure 6 . An example of a 4-patched path of length 8.
Theorem 6.1. If a prime graph has an induced path of length r6.75n 7 s, then it has a cycle of length n as a vertex-minor.
The main idea is to find a big generalized ladder, defined in Section 4 as a vertex-minor by using blocking sequences in Section 5.
6.1. Patching a path. For 1 ď k ď n´2, a k-patch of an induced path P " v 0 v 1¨¨¨vn of a graph G is a sequence Q " w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k of distinct vertices not on P such that for each i P t1, 2, . . . , ku, (i) v i`2 is the only vertex adjacent to
An induced path is called k-patched if it has a k-patch. An induced path of length n is called fully patched if it is equipped with a pn´2q-patch. See Figure 6 for an example. Our goal is to find a fully patched long induced path in a vertexminor of a prime graph having a very long induced path.
Lemma 6.2. Let P " v 0 v 1 . . . v m be an induced path from s " v 0 to t " v m in a graph G and let H be a connected induced subgraph of GzV pP q. Let v be a vertex in V pGqzpV pHq Y V pP qq. Suppose that N G pV pHqq X V pP q " tsu, |EpP q| ě 6pn´1q 2´5 , and v has neighbors in both V pP qztsu and V pHq.
If G has no cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor, then there exist a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G and an induced path P 1 from s to t of G 1 disjoint from V pHq satisfying the following.
Proof. Since G has a cycle using H with s and P , G is not a forest and therefore n ě 2. Let v 0 " s, v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m " t be vertices in P . Let v k be the neighbor of v with maximum k. Then G has a fan having at least k`3 vertices because H is connected and v has a neighbor in H.
If k ě 6pn´1q 2´6 , then G has a fan having at least 6pn´1q
2´3
vertices and by Lemma 4.3, G contains a cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor. This contradicts to our assumption that G has no such vertex-minor. Thus, k ď 6pn´1q 2´7 . Let G 0 " G˚v 1˚v2˚v3¨¨¨˚vk´2 and let P 0 " v 0 v k´1 v k v k`1¨¨¨vm . (If k ď 2 , then let G 0 " G and P 0 " P .) Then clearly P 0 is an induced path of G 0 and
If N G 0 pvq X V pP 0 q " tv k u, then we are done by taking G 1 " G 0˚vk´1 and
. In all cases, |EpP 1 q| ě |EpP q|´pk`1q ě |EpP q|´6pn´1q 2`6 .
Lemma 6.3. Let n ě 2. Let G be a prime graph having an induced path of length t. If t ě 6pn´1q 2´3 , then there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G having a 1-patched induced path of length t´6pn´1q 2`6 , unless G has a cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. We may choose G so that the length t of an induced path P is maximized among all graphs locally equivalent to G. Let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v m be vertices of P in this order. Since G is prime, v 0 has a neighbor v other than v 1 . We may assume that v is non-adjacent to v 1 because otherwise we can replace G with G˚v 0 .
Since P is a longest induced path, v must have some neighbors in V pP qztv 0 , v 1 u. We now apply Lemma 6.2 with H " Grtv 0 , v 1 us, deducing that there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G having a 1-patched induced path of length t´6pn´1q 2`6 , unless G has a cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor. Lemma 6.4. Let n ě 2. Let G be a prime graph and let P be a kpatched induced path v 0 v 1¨¨¨vt . If t ě 6pn´1q 2`k , then there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G having a pk`1q-patched induced path v 0 v 1¨¨¨vk`2 v i v i`1¨¨¨vt of length at least t´6pn´1q 2`3 with some i ą k`2, unless G has a cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. Let P " v 0 v 1 . . . v t be an induced path of length t in G and Q " w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k be its k-patch. Suppose that G has no vertexminor isomorphic to a cycle of length 2n`1.
Let A " tv 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k`1 u Y Q. By Proposition 5.6, we may assume that G has a blocking sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ of length at most 4 for pA, V pP qzAq because v k`2 is the only vertex in V pP qzA having neighbors in A.
Notice that P zA is an induced path of G. We say that a blocking sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ for pA, V pP qzAq is nice if b ℓ has a unique neighbor in V pP qzA, that is also a unique neighbor of v k`2 in V pP qzA.
We know that b ℓ has neighbors in tv k`3 , . . . , v t u by the definition of a blocking sequence. We take H " GrA Y Q Y tb 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ´1 us. By Lemma 6.2, there exist a graph G ℓ locally equivalent to G and an induced path P ℓ " v 0 v 1¨¨¨vk`2 v i v i`1¨¨¨vt of G ℓ for some i with a k-patch Q such that G ℓ rA Y tv k`2 us " GrA Y tv k`2 us, a sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP ℓ qzAq in G ℓ , and |EpP ℓ q| ě t´6pn´1q 2`6 . Let r ě 1 be minimum such that there exist a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G and an induced path
. . , b r is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 1 qzAq in G 1 , and |EpP 1 q| ě t´6pn´1q 2`6`r´ℓ . Such r exists because G ℓ and P ℓ satisfy the condition when r " ℓ.
We claim that r " 1. Suppose r ą 1. Suppose that b r is non-adjacent to v k`1 in G 1 . Then v i is the only neighbor of b r in V pP 1 q in G 1 and b r is adjacent to b r´1 in G 1 . If b r´1 is non-adjacent to v k`2 , then take G 2 " G 1˚b r and P 2 " P 1 ; in G 2 , a sequence b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b r´1 is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 1 qzAq and the length of P 1 is at least t´6pn´1q 2`6`r´ℓ . This leads a contradiction to the assumption that r is minimized. Therefore b r´1 is adjacent to v k`2 . Then take
. . , b r´1 is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 2 qzAq in G 2 and the length of P 2 is at least t´6pn´1q 2`6`r´ℓ´1 . This contradicts to the assumption that r is chosen to be minimum. Therefore b r is adjacent to v k`1 in G 1 . Since b r is the last vertex in the blocking sequence, b r is also adjacent to
. . , b r´1 is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 2 qzAq and the length of P 2 is at least t´6pn´1q 2`6`r´ℓ , contradicting our assumption on r. So b r´1 is adjacent to v k`2 . Then we take
. . , b r´1 is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 2 qzAq in G 2 and the length of P 2 is at least t´6pn´1q 2`6`r´ℓ´1 . This again contradicts to the assumption on r. This proves that r " 1.
Since b 1 is a nice blocking sequence for pA, V pP 1 qzAq in G 1 , b 1 has a neighbor in A in G 1 and N G 1 pb 1 q X A ‰ tv k`1 , w k u. In addition, v i is the only neighbor of b 1 among V pP 1 qzA in G 1 . Now it is easy to see that w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , . . . , w k , b 1 is a pk`1q-patch of P 1 in G 1 . And, since ℓ ď 4, we have |EpP 1 q| ě t´6pn´1q 2`3 .
Proposition 6.5. Let N ě 4 be an integer. If a prime graph G on at least 5 vertices has an induced path of length L " p6pn´1q 2´2 qpN2 q´1, then there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G having a fully patched induced path of length N, unless G has a cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. Suppose that G has no cycle of length 2n`1 as a vertex-minor. Then n ě 3 by Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 6.3, we may assume that G has a 1-patched path of length L´6pn´1q 2`6 . By Lemma 6.4, we may assume that G has an pN´2q-patched path of length
L´6pn´1q
2`6´p N´3qp6pn´1q 2´3 q " N Thus G has a fully patched induced path of length N.
6.2.
Finding a cycle from a fully patched path. We aim to find a cycle as a vertex-minor in a sufficiently long fully patched path. Let P " v 0 v 1¨¨¨vn be an induced path of a graph G with a pn´2q-patch Q " w 1 w 2 w 3 , . . . w n´2 . Let A 1 " tv 0 , v 1 u and for i " 2, . . . , n´2, let A i " tv 0 , v 1 , . . . , v i , w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w i´1 u and B i " V pP qzA i for all i P t1, 2, . . . , n´2u.
For i ě 1, let Lpw i q be the minimum j ě 0 such that
Since w i is a blocking sequence for pA i , B i q, Lpw i q is well defined and Lpw i q ă i. We classify vertices in Q as follows. ‚ A vertex w i has Type 0 if Lpw i q " 0 and w i is adjacent to v 0 . ‚ A vertex w i has Type 1 if Lpw i q ě 1 and w i has no neighbor in A Lpw i q and w i is adjacent to exactly one of v Lpw i q`1 and w Lpw i q . ‚ A vertex w i has Type 2 if Lpw i q " 1 and w i is adjacent to v 1 , non-adjacent to v 0 . ‚ A vertex w i has Type 3 if Lpw i q ě 2 and w i has no neighbor in A Lpw i q´1 and w i is adjacent to both v Lpw i q and w Lpw i q´1 . By the definition of fully patched paths, we can deduce the following lemma easily. Lemma 6.6. Each vertex in Q has Type 0, 1, 2, or 3.
Proof. If w i is adjacent to v 0 , then ρGpA 1 , B 1 Y tw i uq ą 1 and therefore Lpw i q " 0, implying that w i has Type 0. We may now assume that w i is non-adjacent to v 0 and so Lpw i q ą 0. We say that a pair of paths Now, we may assume that w i has Type 1 or Type 3. Since Lpw i q ě 1, by the induction hypothesis, G has a good pair of paths P
Suppose w i has Type 1 and therefore w i is adjacent to exactly one of v Lpw i q`1 and w Lpw i q . Let tx, yu " tv Lpw i q`1 , w Lpw i q u such that x is w i (Type 1) . By the induction hypothesis, it is enough to show that there are no two crossing chords xa and w i b for some a, b P V pP i 1 q. Since w i has no neighbor in A Lpw i q and w i and y are non-adjacent, b P X " tv k : k P tLpw i q`2, Lpw i q`3, . . . , i`1uu. Since x has no neighbor in Xztv Lpw i q`2 u, we deduce that xa and w i b cannot cross and therefore GrV pP k P tLpw i q`2, Lpw i q`3, . . . , i`1uu. Since x has no neighbor in tv k : k P tLpw i q`2, Lpw i q`3, . . . , i`1uu, we deduce that a " w Lpw i q and b " y. Since w i has no neighbor in A Lpw i q´1 , b is one of v Lpw i q and w Lpw i q´1 other than x. Thus w Lpw i q is adjacent to both v Lpw i q and w Lpw i q´1 . This contradicts (iii) because v Lpw i q`1 is also adjacent to both v Lpw i q and w Lpw i q´1 and so GrV pP
qs`v Lpw i q`1 w Lpw i q is not a generalized ladder.
Lemma 6.8. If a graph has a fully patched induced path of length n, then it has a generalized ladder having at least n`2 vertices as an induced subgraph.
Proof. Let P " v 0 v 1¨¨¨vn be the induced path of length n with an pn2 q-patch Q " w 1 w 2¨¨¨wn´2 . Lemma 6.7 provides a good pair of paths P q Y tv n us is a generalized ladder. Since v 0 , v 1 , v n , v n´1 , w n´2 P V pG 1 q, G 1 has at least pn´3q`5 " n`2 vertices. Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 6.9. Let n ě 1. If a prime graph has an induced path of length 110592n 7 , then it has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Proof. Let G be a prime graph having an induced path of length 110592n 7 . Suppose that G has no cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertexminor. Let N " 4608n 5 . Then
Thus by Proposition 6.5, there exists a graph G 1 locally equivalent to G having a fully patched induced path of length N. By Lemma 6.8, G 1 must have a generalized ladder having at least N`2 vertices as an induced subgraph. By Proposition 4.1, we deduce that G 1 has a cycle of length 4n`3 as a vertex-minor.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let k " tn{4u. Let G be a prime graph having a path of length at least 6.75n 7 . Then G has a path of length 6.75p4kq 7 " 110592k 7 , and by Lemma 6.9, G has a cycle of length 4k`3 ě n as a vertex-minor.
Main Theorem
In this section, we prove the following.
By Theorem 6.1, it is enough to prove the following proposition. Proposition 7.2. For every c, there exists N such that every prime graph on at least N vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to either
Here is the proof of Theorem 7.1 assuming Proposition 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We take c " r6.75n
7 s and apply Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 6.1.
For integers h, w, ℓ ě 1, a ph, w, ℓq-broom of a graph G is a connected induced subgraph H of G such that (i) H has an induced path P of length h from some vertex v called the center, (ii) P zv is a component of Hzv, (iii) HzV pP q has w components, each having exactly ℓ vertices. The path P is called a handle of H and each component of HzV pP q is called a fiber of H. If H " G, then we say that G is a ph, w, ℓq-broom. We call h, w, ℓ the height, width, length, respectively, of a ph, w, ℓq-broom. See Figure 8 . Observe that v has one or more neighbors in each fiber. Here is the rough sketch of the proof. If a prime graph G has no vertex-minor isomorphic to P c or K c a K c and G has a broom having huge width as a vertex-minor, then it has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a broom with larger length and sufficiently big width. So, we increase the length of a broom while keeping its width big. If we obtain a broom of big length by repeatedly applying this process, then we will obtain a broom of larger height. By growing the height, we will eventually obtain a long induced path.
To start the process, we need an initial broom with sufficiently big width. For that purpose, we use the following Ramsey-type theorem. . For positive integers c and t, there exists N " g 0 pc, tq such that every connected graph on at least N vertices must contain K t`1 , K 1,t , or P c as an induced subgraph.
By Theorem 7.3, if G is prime and |V pGq| ě g 0 pc, t`1q, then either G has an induced subgraph isomorphic to P c or G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K 1,t`1 . Since a p1, t, 1q-broom is isomorphic to K 1,t`1 , we conclude that every sufficiently large prime graph has a vertexminor isomorphic to a p1, t, 1q-broom, unless it has an induced subgraph isomorphic to P c .
7.1.
Increasing the length of a broom. We now show that if a prime graph has a broom having sufficiently large width, we can find a broom having larger length after applying local complementation and shrinking the width.
In the following proposition, we want to find a wide broom of length 2 when we are given a sufficiently wide broom of length 1, when the graph has no P c or K c a K c as a vertex-minor. Proposition 7.4. For all integers c ě 3 and t ě 1, there exists N " g 1 pc, tq such that for each h ě 1, every prime graph having a ph, N, 1q-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, t, 2q-broom, K c a K c , or P c .
We will use the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5 (Ding, Oporowski, Oxley, Vertigan [10] ). For every positive integer n, there exists N " f pnq such that for every bipartite graph G with a bipartition pS, T q, if no two vertices in S have the same set of neighbors and |S| ě N, then S and T have n-element subsets S 1 and
Proof of Proposition 7.4. Let N " f pRpw, wqq where f is the function in Theorem 7.5, and w " maxpt`pc´1qpc´3q, 2c´1q. Suppose that G has a ph, g 1 pc, tq, 1q-broom H. Note that every fiber of H is a single vertex.
Let S be the union of the vertex sets of all fibers of H, and x be the center of H. Let N G pSqztxu " T . Since G is prime, no two vertices in G have the same set of neighbors, and so two distinct vertices in S have different sets of neighbors in T . Since |S| " N " f pRpw, wqq, by Theorem 7.5, there exist S 0 Ď S, T 0 Ď T such that GrS 0 , T 0 s is isomorphic to K Rpw,wq aK Rpw,wq , K Rpw,wq mK Rpw,wq or K Rpw,wq bK Rpw,wq . Since |T 0 | ě Rpw, wq, by Ramsey's theorem, there exist S 1 Ď S 0 and
by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to either P 2w or K w´2 a K w´2 . Since w ě 2c´1 and c ě 3, we have P c or K c a K c . Thus we may assume that
1 is a clique in G, then we can remove the edges connecting T 1 with x by applying local complementation at some vertices in S 1 . Thus, we can obtain a vertex-minor isomorphic to K w aK w from GrS 1 YT 1 Ytxus by applying local complementation at x and deleting x. Therefore we may assume that T 1 is a stable set in G. We claim that each vertex y ‰ x in the handle of H is adjacent to at most c vertices in T 1 , or G has K c a K c as a vertex-minor. Suppose not. If y is a neighbor of x, then by pivoting an edge of GrS 1 , T 1 s, we can delete the edge xy. From there, we obtain a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c by applying local complementation at x and y. If y is not adjacent to x, then we obtain a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c x, y x, y x, y x, y Figure 9 . Dealing with 4-vertex graphs in Lemma 7.6.
by deleting all vertices in the handle other than x and y, and applying local complementation at x and y. This proves the claim. By deleting at most pc´1qh vertices in T 1 and their pairs in S 1 , we can assume that no vertex other than x in the handle has a neighbor in T 1 and this broom has width at least w´pc´1qh. If h`2 ě c, then we have P c as an induced subgraph. Thus we may assume that h ď c´3. Since w´pc´1qh ě w´pc´1qpc´3q ě t, we obtain a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, t, 2q-broom.
We now aim to increase the length of a broom when the broom has length at least 2. For a fiber F of a broom H, we say that a vertex v P V pGqzV pHq blocks F if ρGpV pF q, pV pHqzV pFY tvuq ą 1.
If G is prime and F has at least two vertices, then G has a blocking sequence for pV pF q, V pHqzV pFby Proposition 5.2 and therefore there exists a vertex v that blocks F because we can take the first vertex in the blocking sequence. Lemma 7.6. Let G be a graph and let x, y be two vertices such that ρ G ptx, yuq " 2 and Gzxzy is connected. Then there exists some sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n P V pGqztx, yu of (not necessarily distinct) vertices such that G˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨˚vn has an induced path of length 3 from x to y.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on |V pGq|. If |V pGq| " 4, then it is easy to check all cases to obtain a path of length 3. To do so, first observe that up to symmetry, there are 2 cases in Grtx, yu, V pGqztx, yus; either it is a matching of size 2 or a path of length 3. In both cases, one can find a desired sequence of vertices to apply local complementation, see Figure 9 for all possible graphs on 4-vertices up to isomorphism. Now we may assume that G has at least 5 vertices. Let A 1 " N G pxqzpN G pyqYtyuq, A 2 " N G pxqXN G pyq, and A 3 " N G pyqzpN G pxqY txuq. Clearly ρ G ptx, yuq " 2 is equivalent to say that at least two of A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are nonempty.
We say a vertex t in Gzxzy deletable if Gzxzyzt is connected. If there is a deletable vertex not in A 1 Y A 2 Y A 3 , then ρ Gzt ptx, yuq " 2 and we apply the induction hypothesis to find an induced path. Thus we may assume that all deletable vertices are in
If |A i | ą 1 and A i has a deletable vertex t for some i " 1, 2, 3, then ρ Gzt ptx, yuq " 2 and so we obtain a sequence by applying the induction hypothesis. So we may assume that if A i has a deletable vertex, then
If there are three deletable vertices t 1 , t 2 , t 3 in Gzxzy, then we may assume A i " tt i u. However, ρ Gzt 1 ptx, yuq " 2 because A 2 , A 3 are nonempty and therefore we obtain an induced path from x to y by the induction hypothesis.
Thus we may assume that Gzxzy has at most 2 deletable vertices. So Gzxzy has maximum degree at most 2 because otherwise we can choose leaves of a spanning tree of Gzxzy using all edges incident with a vertex of the maximum degree. If Gzxzy is a cycle, then every vertex is deletable and so Gzxzy is a path. Let w be a degree-2 vertex in Gzxzy. Then G˚w has at least 3 deletable vertices and therefore we find a desired sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n such that G˚w˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨˚vn has an induced path of length 3 from x to y. Lemma 7.7. Let G be a graph and let x, y be two vertices in G, and let F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F c be the components of Gzxzy. If ρGptx, yu, F i q " 2 for all 1 ď i ď c, then G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c .
Proof. We proceed by induction on |V pGq|`|EpGq|.
Suppose that GrV pF i q Y tx, yus is not an induced path of length 3 from x to y. By Lemma 7.6, there exists a sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n P V pF i q such that GrV pF i q Y tx, yus˚v 1˚v2¨¨¨˚vn has an induced path of length 3 from x to y. If |V pF i q| ě 3, then we delete all vertices in F i not on this path and apply the induction hypothesis. If |V pF i q| " 2, then |EpGrV pF i q Y tx, yusq| ą |EpGrV pF i q Y tx, yus˚v 1˚v2˚¨¨¨˚vn q| because two vertices in F i are connected, Grtx, yu, V pF i qs has at least two edges, and GrV pF i q Y tx, yus is not an induced path of length 3 from x to y. So we apply the induction hypothesis to G˚v 1˚v2˚¨¨¨˚vn to obtain a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c .
Therefore we may assume that GrV pF i q Y tx, yus is an induced path of length 3 from x to y for all i. Thus G˚x˚yzxzy is indeed isomorphic to K c a K c . Lemma 7.8. Let t be a positive integer, and G be a bipartite graph with a bipartition pS, T q such that every vertex in T has degree at least 1. Then either S has a vertex of degree at least t`1 or G has an induced matching of size at least |T |{t.
Proof. We claim that if every vertex in S has degree at most t, then G has an induced matching of size at least |T |{t. We proceed by induction on |T |. This is trivial if |T | " 0. If 0 ă |T | ď t, then we can simply pick an edge to form an induced matching of size 1. So we may assume that |T | ą t.
We may assume that T has a vertex w of degree 1, because otherwise we can delete a vertex in S and apply the induction hypothesis. Let v be the unique neighbor of w. By the induction hypothesis, GzvzN G pvq has an induced matching M 1 of size at least p|T |´tq{t. Now M 1 Y tvwu is a desired induced matching.
Lemma 7.9. Let H be a broom in a graph G having n fibers F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n given with n vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n in V pGqzV pHq such that (1) v i blocks F j if and only if i " j, (2) v i has a neighbor in F j if and only if i ď j. If n ě Rpc`1, c`1q, then G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c .
Proof. If j ą i, then v i has a neighbor in F j , but v i does not block F j . Therefore, v i is adjacent to every vertex in V pF j q X N H pxq for j ą i. Since n ě Rpc`1, c`1q, there exist 1 ď t 1 ă t 2¨¨¨ă t c`1 ď n such that tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t c`1 u is a clique or a stable set of G. For 1 ď i ď c`1, let w i be a vertex in V pF t i q X N H pxq. Clearly,
By Lemma 2.8, K rc{2s m K rc{2s or K rc{2s m K rc{2s has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c . Lemma 7.10. Let H be a broom in a graph G having n fibers F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n . Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n be vertices in V pGqzV pHq such that (1) v i blocks F j if and only if i " j, (2) v i has a neighbor in F j for all i and j. If n ě Rpc`2, c`2q, then G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c aK c .
Proof. If i ‰ j, then v j does not block F i and therefore N G pv j q X V pF i q " N G pxq X V pF i q. Since n ě Rpc`2, c`2q, there exist 1 ď t 1 ă t 2¨¨¨ă t c`2 ď n such that tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t c`2 u is a clique or a stable set of G.
We claim that for each 1 ď i ď c`2, there exist a sequence w pc`2q 1˚¨¨¨˚w
Since each w piq k has no neighbors in tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t c`2 u in G, applying local complementation at w piq k does not change the adjacency between any two vertices in tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t c`2 u. Thus the induced subgraph of
, and by Lemma 2.7, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c . Lemma 7.11. Let H be a ph, n, ℓq-broom in a graph G having n fibers F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n given with n vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n in V pGqzV pHq such that (1) v i blocks F j if and only if i " j, (2) if i ‰ j, then v i has no neighbor in F j . If n ě Rpt`pc´1qpc´3q, cq, then G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c , K c a K c , or a ph, t, ℓ`1q-broom.
Proof. Since n ě Rpt`pc´1qpc´3q, cq, there exist 1 ď t 1 ă t 2¨¨¨ă t k ď n such that either (1) k " c and tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u is a clique in G, or (2) k " t`pc´1qpc´3q and tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u is a stable set in G. First, we assume that k " c and tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u is a clique. For each t i , since ρGptx, v t i u, V pF t iě 2, by Lemma 7.6, there exists some sequence w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n P V pF t i q of (not necessarily distinct) vertices such that GrV pF t i q Y tx, v t i us˚w 1˚w2¨¨¨˚wn has an induced path of length 2 from v t i to x. By applying local complementation at x, we have a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c . Now, suppose that k " t`pc´1qpc´3q and tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u is a stable set in G. Let P be the handle of H. If h`2 ě c, then we have P c as an induced subgraph. Thus we may assume that h ď c´3. We assume that a vertex y P V pP qztxu adjacent to c vertices in tv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k u. Then since ρGptx, yuq, V pF i q Y tv t i uq " 2 for each i, by Lemma 7.7, we have a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c . Thus, every vertex in the handle other than x cannot have more than c´1 neighbors in tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u. By deleting at most pc´1qh vertices in tv t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , v t k u, we can remove all edges from V pP qztxu to
we have a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, t, ℓ`1q-broom. Proposition 7.12. For positive integers c and t, there exists N " g 2 pc, tq such that for all integers ℓ ě 2 and h ě 1, every prime graph having a ph, N, ℓq-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, t, ℓ`1q-broom, P c , or K c a K c .
Proof. Let N " g 2 pc, tq " pc´1qm, where m " Rpm 1 , m 2 , m 2 , m 2 q, m 1 " Rpt`pc´1qpc´3q, cq, and m 2 " Rpc`2, c`2q. Let H be a ph, N, ℓq-broom of G. If a vertex w in V pGqzV pHq blocks c fibers of H, then for each fiber F of them, ρGptw, xu, V pF" 2. So by Lemma 7.7, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c . Thus, a vertex in V pGqzV pHq can block at most c´1 fibers of H.
For each fiber F of H, there is a vertex v P V pGqzV pHq that blocks F because G is prime. Thus, by Lemma 7.8, there are g 2 pc, tq{pc´1q " m vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m in V pGqzV pHq and fibers F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F m of H such that for 1 ď i, j ď m, v i blocks F j if and only if i " j. For i ‰ j, either v i has no neighbor in F j or v i has a neighbor in F j but ρGptv i , xu, V pF j" 1.
We assume that V pK m q " t1, 2, . . . , mu. We color the edges of K m such that an edge ti, ju is If K m has a red clique C of size m 2 , then for i, j P C, v i has a neighbor in F j if and only if i ď j. Since m 2 ě Rpc`1, c`1q, by Lemma 7.9, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c .
Similarly, if K m has a yellow clique C of size m 2 , by Lemma 7.9, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c .
If K m has a blue clique C of size m 2 , then for distinct i, j P C, v i has a neighbor in F j . Since m 2 " Rpc`2, c`2q, by Lemma 7.10, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K c a K c .
If K m has a green clique C of size m 1 , then for distinct i, j P C, v i has no neighbor in F j . Since m 1 " Rpt`pc´1qpc´3q, cq, by Lemma 7.11, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to P c , K c a K c , or a ph, t, ℓ`1q-broom.
7.2.
Increasing the height of a broom. Proposition 7.13. For positive integers c, t, there exists N " g 3 pc, tq such that for h ě 1, every prime graph having a ph, 1, Nq-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph`1, t, 1q-broom or P c .
Proof. Let N " g 3 pc, tq " g 0 pc, 2tq where g 0 is given in Theorem 7.3. Suppose that G has a ph, 1, Nq-broom H and let x be the center of H. Let F be the fiber of H.
Since F is connected, by Theorem 7.3, F has an induced subgraph isomorphic to P c , or F has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K 2t`1 . We may assume that F has an induced subgraph F 1 isomorphic to K 2t`1 . Let P " p 1 p 2 . . . p m be a shortest path from p 1 " x to F 1 in H. Note that m ě 2 and p m´1 is adjacent to at least one vertices of F 1 . Let S " N H pp m´1 q X V pF 1 q. We claim that there exists a vertex v P V pF 1 q such that pG˚vqrV pF qY txus has an induced path of length at least m´1 from x, and the last vertex of the path has t neighbors in F 1 which form a stable set in G. If |S| ď t, then choose p m`1 P V pF 1 qzS and we delete Szp m from F 1 . And by applying local complementation at p m`1 , we obtain a path from x to p m`1 such that p m`1 has t neighbors in F 1 which form a stable set.
If |S| ě t`1, then by applying local complementation at p m , we obtain a path from x to p m such that p m has t neighbors in F 1 which form a stable set. Thus, we prove the claim.
Since m ě 2, the union of the handle of H and the path in the claim form a path of length at least h`1, and the last vertex of the path has t neighbors which form a stable set in F 1 . Therefore, G has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph`1, t, 1q-broom. Proposition 7.14. For positive integers c, t, there exists N " g 4 pc, tq such that for all h ě 1, every prime graph having a ph, N, 1q-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph`1, t, 1q-broom, P c , or K c a K c .
Proof. By Proposition 7.13, there exists N 0 depending only on c and t such that every prime graph having a ph, 1, N 0 q-broom has a vertexminor isomorphic to a ph`1, t, 1q-broom or P c . By applying Proposition 7.12 pN 0´2 q times, we deduce that there exists N 1 such that every prime graph having a ph, N 1 , 2q-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, 1, N 0 q-broom, P c , or K c a K c . By Proposition 7.4, there exists N such that every prime graph having a ph, N, 1q-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a ph, N 1 , 2q-broom, P c , or K c a K c .
We are now ready with all necessary lemmas to prove Proposition 7.2.
Proof of Proposition 7.2. By Theorem 1.1, every prime graph on at least 5 vertices has a vertex-minor isomorphic to C 5 and P 4 is a vertexminor of C 5 . Therefore we may assume that c ě 5.
By applying Proposition 7.14 pc´3q times, we deduce that there exists a big integer t depending only on c such that every prime graph G with a p1, t, 1q-broom has a vertex-minor isomorphic to a pc´2, 1, 1q-broom, P c , or K c a K c . Since a pc´2, 1, 1q-broom is isomorphic to P c and a p1, t, 1q-broom is isomorphic to K 1,t`1 , we conclude that every prime graph having a vertex-minor isomorphic to K 1,t`1 has a vertexminor isomorphic to P c or K c a K c . By Theorem 3.1, there exists N such that every connected graph on at least N vertices has a vertexminor isomorphic to K 1,t`1 . This completes the proof.
Why optimal?
Our main theorem (Theorem 7.1) states that sufficiently large prime graphs must have a vertex-minor isomorphic to C n or K n a K n . But do we really need these two graphs? To justify why we need both, we should show that for some n, C n is not a vertex-minor of K N a K N for all N and similarly K n a K n is not a vertex-minor of C N for all N, because C n and K n a K n are also prime. Proposition 8.1. Let n be a positive integer.
(1) K 3 a K 3 is not a vertex-minor of C n .
(2) C 7 is not a vertex-minor of K n a K n .
Since C 7 is a vertex-minor of C n for all n ě 7, the above proposition implies that C n is not a vertex-minor of K N aK N when n ě 7. Similarly K n a K n is not a vertex-minor of C N for all n ě 3.
We can classify all non-trivial prime vertex-minors of a cycle graph.
Lemma 8.2. If a prime graph H on at least 5 vertices is a vertex-minor of C n , then H is locally equivalent to a cycle graph. Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n " 5, then it is trivial. Let us assume n ą 5. Suppose |V pHq| ă |V pC n q|. By Lemma 2.1, H is a vertex-minor of C n zv, C n˚v zv, or C n^v wzv for a neighbor w of v.
If H is vertex-minor of C n˚v zv, then we can apply the induction hypothesis because C n˚v zv is isomorphic to C n´1 .
By Lemma 2.6, H cannot be a vertex-minor of C n zv because C n zv has no prime induced subgraph on at least 5 vertices.
Thus we may assume that H is a vertex-minor of C n^v wzv for a neighbor w of v. Again, by Lemma 2.6, H is isomorphic to a vertexminor of C n´2 .
Classifying prime vertex-minors of K n a K n turns out to be more tedious. Instead of identifying prime vertex-minors of K n a K n , we focus on characterizing prime vertex-minors on 7 vertices to prove (2) of Proposition 8.1.
Instead of K n a K n , we will first consider H n . Let H n be the graph having two specified vertices called roots and n internally disjoint paths of length 3 joining the roots. Let J n be the graph obtained from H n by adding a common neighbor of two roots. Then H n has 2n`2 vertices and J n has 2n`3 vertices, see Figure 10 . It is easy to observe the following. Lemma 8.3. Let H be a prime vertex-minor of H n on at least 5 vertices. If |V pH n q|´|V pHq| ě 3, then J n´1 has a vertex-minor isomorphic to H.
Proof. We may assume n ě 3. Since at most 2 vertices of H n have degree other than 2, there exists v P V pH n qzV pHq of degree 2 in H n . Let w be the neighbor of v having degree 2 in H n . Let av 1 w 1 b be a path of length 3 from a to b in H n such that tv, wu ‰ tv 1 , w 1 u. Figure 11 . Graphs F 1 , F 2 and F 3 .
Suppose H is a vertex-minor of J n^a zza. By the definition of pivoting, b is adjacent to all vertices of N Jn paqztzu in J n^a zza. We can remove all these edges between b and N Jn paqztzu by applying local complementation on all vertices of N Jn pbqztzu in J n^a zza. Thus, H n is locally equivalent to J n^a zza, and H is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of H n . Now suppose that H is a vertex-minor of J n˚a za. By the definition of local complementation, N Jn paq forms a clique in J n˚a za. So, b is adjacent to all vertices of N Jn paqztzu in pJ n˚a zaq˚z. Similarly in the above case, by applying local complementation on all vertices of N Jn pbqztzu in pJ n˚a zaq˚z, we can remove all edges between b and N Jn paqztzu in pJ n˚a zaq˚z. Finally, by pivoting vw, we can remove the edge bz, and therefore, J n˚a za is locally equivalent to H n . Thus, H is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of H n .
Let F 1 , F 2 , F 3 be the graphs in Figure 11 . Lemma 8.5. Let n ě 3 be an integer. If a prime graph H is a vertexminor of H n and |V pHq| " 7, then H is locally equivalent to F 1 , F 2 , or F 3 .
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n " 3, then let H be a prime 7-vertex vertex-minor of H 3 . Let axyb be a path from a root a to the other root b in H 3 . By symmetry, we may assume that V pH 3 qzV pHq " txu or tau. By Lemma 2.1, H is locally equivalent to H 3 zx, H 3˚x zx, H 3^x azx, H 3 za, H 3˚a za, or H 3^a bza. The conclusion follows because H 3 zx, H 3^x yzx, H 3 za are not prime and H 3˚x zx, H 3^a xza, and H 3˚a za are isomorphic to F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 , respectively.
Suppose n ą 3. By Lemma 8.3, every 7-vertex prime vertex-minor is also isomorphic to a vertex-minor of J n´1 . By Lemma 8.4, it is isomorphic to a vertex-minor of H n´1 . The conclusion follows from the induction hypothesis. Lemma 8.6. The graphs F 1 , F 2 , F 3 are not locally equivalent to C 7 .
Proof. Suppose that F i is locally equivalent to C 7 . Then ρ F i pXq " ρ C 7 pXq for all X Ď V pC 7 q by Lemma 2.3. Let x be the vertex in the Figure 12 . List of all 3-vertex sets having cut-rank 2 containing a fixed vertex x denoted by a square.
center of F i , see Figure 12 . By symmetry of C 7 , we may assume that x is mapped to a particular vertex in C 7 . Figure 12 presents all vertex subsets of size 3 having cut-rank 2 and containing x in graphs C 7 , F 1 , F 2 , F 3 . It is now easy to deduce that no bijection on the vertex set will map these subsets correctly.
We are now ready to prove Proposition 8.1.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. (1) By Lemma 8.2, it is enough to check that K 3 a K 3 is not locally equivalent to C 6 . This can be checked easily. (2) By applying local complementation at roots, we can easily see that H n has a vertex-minor isomorphic to K n a K n . Lemma 8.5 states that all 7-vertex prime vertex-minors of H n are F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 . Lemma 8.6 proves that none of them are locally equivalent to C 7 . Thus H n has no vertex-minor isomorphic to C 7 and therefore K n a K n has no vertexminor isomorphic to C 7 .
9. Discussions 9.1. Vertex-minor ideals. A set I of graphs is called a vertex-minor ideal if for all G P I, all graphs isomorphic to a vertex-minor of G are also contained in I. We can interpret theorems in this paper in terms of vertex-minor ideals as follows. This formulation allows us to appreciate why these theorems are optimal.
Corollary 9.1. Let I be a vertex-minor ideal.
Theorem 3.1: Graphs in I have bounded number of vertices if and only if tK n : n ě 3u Ę I. Theorem 3.1: Connected graphs in I have bounded number of vertices if and only if tK n : n ě 3u Ę I.
Theorem 3.1: Graphs in I have bounded number of edges if and only if tK n : n ě 3u Ę I and tK n a K n : n ě 1u Ę I. Theorem 7.1: Prime graphs in I have bounded number of vertices if and only if tC n : n ě 3u Ę I and tK n a K n : n ě 3u Ę I.
9.2. Rough structure. We can also regard Theorem 7.1 as a rough structure theorem on graphs having no vertex-minor isomorphic to C n or K n a K n as follows. The 1-join of two graphs G 1 , G 2 with two specified vertices v 1 P V pG 1 q, v 2 P V pG 2 q is the graph obtained by making the disjoint union of G 1 zv 1 and G 2 zv 2 and adding edges to join neighbors of v 1 in G 1 with neighbors of v 2 in G 2 .
Corollary 9.2. For each n, there exists N such that every graph having no vertex-minor isomorphic to C n or K n a K n can be built from graphs on at most N vertices by repeatedly taking 1-join operation.
